The research looks at the manipulation in political media discourse. The 
abuse, cognitive mind control and discursive interaction (Dijk, 2006) . The present study investigates the Western media discourse and the Russian media discourse in terms of current political situation in Ukraine. Thus, the article analyses discursive means of manipulation and is concerned with the interplay between ideology and the way of media coverage.
Political discourse is represented by the genres limited by a social sphere -politics.
T.A. van Dijk supposes that a specific example of political action and interaction, political discourse (and its genres) may be singled out as a prominent way of 'doing politics'. Indeed, most political actions (such as passing laws, decision making, meeting, campaigning, etc.) are largely discursive. Thus, besides parliamentary debates, laws, government or ministerial regulations, and other institutional forms of text and talk, there are such political discourse genres as propaganda, political advertising, political speeches, media interviews, political talk shows on TV, party programs, ballots, and so on (Dijk, 1997) . There are many studies devoted to the functions of the political discourse. The majority of researchers distinguish the following: persuasive, argumentative, distance, function of group unification, coercion, resistance, opposition, protest, simulation (control over information), legitimization and delegitimization, etc. (Seidel, 1985; Chilton, Schaeffner, 1997; Sheigal, 2000) . Many researchers stress that social control is the main objective of communication for addressers of a political text and determines the linguistic means they use (Parshin, 1987) . The political discourse is characterized by manipulative feature for the purpose of conducting propaganda and ideological conflict which is done with the help of various linguistic units. Thus, manipulation is a kind of psychological (speech) influence used to achieve a one-sided win by a hidden motive of others to act in a certain manner (Dotsenko, 2000) . Political discourse of mass media has a huge impact on formulation of public opinion which is done with the help of the tools of speech manipulation.
Materials and methodology
The research is based on the theory of T.A. van Dijk's discourse analysis which consists in two steps: contextual analysis and textual analysis (Dijk, 2006) . Contexts should be defined in terms of the participants' mental models of communicative events.
That is, they are subjective and evaluative representations of self and other participants, and of the other discourse-relevant categories of communicative situations, such as, e.g. (van Dijk 1997a (van Dijk , 1999 with what goals. In other words, political discourse is especially 'political' because of its functions in the political process (van Dijk, 1997b) .
In terms of our research we have analyzed 50 articles from western media (the New York Times, the Washington Post, the Daily Mail, and the Daily Telegraph) and 50 articles from Russia Today devoted to the military conflict in Ukraine.
The second step means textual analysis at all the linguistic levels. In the present research we have chosen the lexical level for the analysis. Taken together, this methodology led to deeper understanding of the analyzed discourse and allowed to look at the Ukrainian crisis from different points of view.
Analysis of the material
According to T.A. van Dijk, contextual analysis supposes determination of the following aspects : circumstances, time, place, event, participants, sphere, participants' role, social relationships between participants, cognitive characteristics of the participants. In this case, we analyze the conflict in Ukraine -military opposition of the self-proclaimed republics, disconnection of Crimea -(event) which has been taking place since May 2014 (time). Political tensions between western countries and Russia -isolation of Russia, sanctions, rejection of the results of referendum in Crimea -(circumstances) are clearly reflected in the media by politicians, journalists and media characters (participants) who assign roles to the participants. In case of the Western media it is probably supposed that Ukraine is a victim, Russia is an aggressor and the USA are the mediator of the conflict. If true, Russian journalists agree that Ukraine is a victim of the conflict, but they believe that the USA are an instigator while Russia is a peacemaker. As for cognitive characteristics of the participants which consist of knowledge and ideology, we suppose that Russian government understands that the USA are craving for the growing influence on the European Union, therefore Russian authorities try to prevent it and strive for global dominance, while the USA seek world dominance and try to eliminate Russia's influence denouncing Russian policy. We think that ideologically the USA advocate the democracy and the protection of human rights all over the world while Russia defends its territorial integrity. In the table below we have briefly represented the contextual analysis.
Textual analysis has shown that the same events are described differently by the opponents, so in the table below coreferential pairs of words are represented. Coreference occurs when two or more expressions in a text refer to the same person or thing; they have the same referent (Crystal, 1997: 94) .
We suppose that coreference may be considered as a tool of manipulation. For example, Crimea might be named as an 'annexed territory' by western media which tend to deny the results of the referendum and blame Russia in violent intervention.
As well as the Crimean peninsula could be mentioned as a "part of Russia" in the Russia Today's articles in order to apply to the historical roots and justify the Russian authorities. According to the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English, to annex means "to take control of a country or area next to your own, especially by using force".
At the same time, self-proclaimed republics -LNR and DNR -are called 'rebel-held', 'rebel-controlled', 'Russia-backed' territories by western journalists to probably stress Russian participation in the civil war in Ukraine, while Russian media tend to stay Ukraine -"victim", Russia -"aggressor", the USA -"the mediator of the conflict" / Ukraine -"victim", Russia -"peacemaker", the ' (Russia Today, 28.08.2015) .
'An Israeli ex-IDF soldier fighting alongside rebels in eastern Ukraine has told
the Jerusalem Post that she is battling against 'pro-Nazi activists' who torture and murder civilians and soldiers alike ' (Russia Today, 21.08.2015) .
Both western and Russian media often chose words with negative connotation to describe each other and use the strategy of negative other-presentation to manipulate the audience. Mass media describe the policy of the opponent as 'aggressive', 'dangerous', 'destructive' etc., declare that authorities try to 'invade', 'attack', 'threaten' etc.
The study reveals links between a country's ideology and the media coverage of internationally important events all over the world. Discursive markers of manipulation correlate with the strategy of the negative other-presentation. Western media present Russia as an aggressor which is going to annex Ukraine, the reverse is true, in that the USA are described as an instigator by the Russia Today. Both parties try to manipulate the audience by condemning the opponent and advocating their 'peacemaking' ideology.
It was noticed that western media use lots of military terms describing the geopolitical situation in Ukraine. We suppose that military terminology helps to show Russia as an aggressor which poses a real threat to the world. ' (The New York Times, 11.11.2014) . ' (The New York Times, 11.11.2014) .
Conclusion
The results seem to suggest that describing the current political situation in Ukraine the mass media use the strategy of negative other-presentation to manipulate the readers' mind. They use specific lexical means to achieve the goal, particularly, words with negative connotation (Table 3) . Russian media tend to make parallels between Ukrainian authorities and neo-fascists while western articles are full of military lexicon which might have been used to create an image of Russia as a formidable enemy craving for unleashing the war in Ukraine. At the same time, we have discovered the phenomenon of coreference which occurs when different authors try to put all and the same referents in a favorable or unfavorable light. Thus, the links between a country's ideology and the media coverage of internationally important events all over the world are quite obvious.
